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ABSTRACT :

KEYWORDS : 

INTRODUCTION : 

omen are the gift to the society. During ancient period of India, women played a significant role. The 
Rig Vedic Women in India enjoyed high status in society. Their condition was sensible. the women’s Wwere provided chance to achieve high intellectual and religious customary. There were many women 

Rishis during this period. Though monogamy was mostly common the richer section of the society indulged in 
marriage. There was no sati system or early wedding. however from enjoying free and reputable positions within 
the Rig-Vedic society, women’s started being discriminated against since the Later-Vedic amount in education 
and different rights and facilities. kid wedding, widow burning, the purdah and marriage more worsened the 
women’s position.

Popular Women Ancient , Mother Teresa , ladies activists .

The epics and Puranas equated women with property. Even Buddhism did very little for women’s. tho' 
the Maurya kings usually utilized feminine bodyguards, spies and ‘Striadhyaksha mahamatras’, their standing 
was still quite unhealthy. higher caste women had to simply accept the purdah. throughout this era men were 
polygamous and widow burning was an accepted norm. Arthashastra obligatory additional stigmas on women’s 
as Kautilya fired women’s liberation and that they weren't free even to travel elsewhere while not husband’s 
permission.

They became worse off in the Gupta period.  The Smritishastras abused them; Manu set a women’s 
would be keen about her father in childhood, on her husband in youth and on her son in adulthood. excluding kid 
wedding and sati, vice crime and Devadasi system became widespread.
Ancient Women and Education: 

There are some bright exceptions during this dismal image. The role of women’s in Ancient Indian 
Literature is large. Ancient Asian nation had several learned women. there have been 2 styles of bookish women’s 
— the Brahmavadinis, or the women’s World Health Organization ne'er married and genteel the Vedas 
throughout their lives; and therefore the Sadyodvahas World Health Organization studied the Vedas until they 
married. syntactician mentioned of feminine students’ finding out Vedas. Katyana referred to as feminine 
academics Upadhyaya or Upadhyayi. Ashoka got his women’s, Sanghamitra, inducted into preaching Buddhism. 
From the Jain texts, we tend to find out about the Kousambi patrician, Jayanti, World Health Organization 
remained a spinster to check faith and philosophy. Often, Buddhist nuns composed hymns. women’s did write 
Indo-Aryan plays and verses, excelled in music, painting and different fine arts.
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ROLE OF RESPONSIBILITY OF WOMEN ANCIENT INDIA

ANCIENT WOMEN IN POLITICS: 
Women usually enjoyed outstanding roles in politics. Megasthenes mentioned the Pandya women’s 

running the administration. The Satavahana queen, “Nayanika dominated the dominion on behalf of her minor 
son. therefore did Pravabati, women’s of Chandragupta II, on behalf of the minor Vakataka blue blood. alittle 
once the Gupta amount, queens accustomed rule Kashmir, Odisha and Andhra. patrician Vijaybhattarika acted 
because the provincial ruler below the Chalukya King; Vikramaditya I. women’s were provincial and village 
directors within the Kannada region. women’s from the noble categories enjoyed education and different 
privileges however the common lady still suffered shame, deprivation and hurdles.

Ancient  Asian country traverses an immense period 2500 B.C-250 B.C... archeology, ancient texts, and 
curios region unit being utilized to remake the lives of women's. "The most punctual materials found by human 
sciences unearthings suggest the love of goddesses. The most punctual recorded non mainstream writings 
(1500 B.C.) summon the empowering force of goddesses to surrender life and to support and manage it." once 
the Aryan attack and in this way the improvement of Hinduism then Buddhism, India's current composed 
writings add extraordinarily to our data. 

Focused on the Indus River valley, the most established recognized progress in Asian nation went from 
ca. 2500-1500 B.C. these days the greater part of those urban communities of archeological intrigue are at 
present in West Pakistan in light of Indian freedom and parcel in 1947, however the conventional city-condition 
of Lothal is inside the Indian condition of Gujarat. top to bottom stays at Mohenjodaro, Harrapa, and Lothal 
demonstrate an efficient, prosperous agribusiness and mechanical society that recorded with various 
developments inside the Middle East. the premier praised old protest is that of a youthful thin woman 
development with certainty. changed toys discovered pass on a general public that esteemed family life. while 
their recorded antiquated seals haven't been deciphered to see the specific implications, top to bottom ladylike 
pictures are found that direction goddesses fight a focal part. "Frequently known as fruitfulness goddesses, just a 
couple portray pregnant women, women natural process or women nursing adolescents. a large number of the 
seals advise a heavenliness identified with vegetation and richness." 

Apparently this civilization succumbed to major natural disasters that changed the course of the Indus 
River. Here to fore it had been imagined that the incursive Aryans vanquished these endemic people, however 
the Indus Civilization was at that point in an exceedingly condition of decrease once these migrants rolled in from 
the mountain chain. These Aryans were lightweight rubbed contrasted with the locals and after some time 
enchanted them, prompting to the class structure. Aryan's to a great degree hierarchal society was LED by the 
Brahmin pastors, United Nations organization mandatory political and profound control over the rest of. The 
Brahmins created hallowed writing, the Vedas that proposed the convictions that still be respected these days by 
the Hindus. The Rig Vedic writing, most established of those writings, made basically by pastors, however a few 
women as well; offer North American country the essential old Indian written work with clear information in 
regards to their various divine beings and goddesses. there's a creation story, wherever the godliness Hindu god 
offers birth to the planet, moreover represented as a heavenly nature, Prithvi. Mother Earth's part was to be 
delicate to the dead and Hindu divinity was to be implored for unharness from transgression. 

A noteworthy piece of the ideal piece of women can be discovered from the photos of a woman and 
woman of great importance inside the Rig religious composed work. A female descendants and woman were 
lauded for the characteristics of perfection, brightness and drawing in enrichment. This portrayal suggests 
eagerness for female sexual longing, childbearing capacity of the miss. At occasion social affairs, energetic virgins 
met qualified men, with prodding coupling once beginning a relationship. They then swung to their kin for 
underwriting and wedding courses of action were made. To be a virgin woman of great importance was of 
overpowering noteworthiness. sensible recommendation was given to the new woman including: she to not be 
enraged or undermining to her significant other, she was to be fragile, cheerful, excellent, and mother of kids. 
The unmistakable enunciation: "May you be the mother of 100 youngsters," was conceptualized 

A significant part of the perfect part of women’s can be found out from the pictures of a lady and lady of 
the hour inside the Rig religious written work. A sacrificial stone tended essentially by the father/spouse, was 
supervised by the wife/mother once he was gone from the house. Her occupation was to remain the holy fire 
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consuming all day, every day. it had been conjointly the lady's duty to present and sing songs to the divinities, a 
commitment attributed to women in most all unique societies. Divine couples like Hindu god and Indrani and 
Hindu god and Soma went about as models. Goddesses were regularly seen completely, however infrequent 
looks of their darker feature surface. distinctive early goddesses were the sisters Dawn and Night 

A women’s role as outlined in Hinduism at this time was to be a good wife so that the gods and goddesses 
would respond to the couple’s requests and needs. presently somebody could achieve the all inclusive soul 
Brahman through anxiety not just through practice information performed by the Brahmin ministers. there's 
verification of 2 took in women’s' teaming up in framework examinations. however totally unique this is 
regularly contrasted with a proportionate time allotment inside the geographic range wherever legendary being 
and Eve do insidious. women’s' in Asian country do framework request. tragically, current Indian understudies 
have remarked horribly with respect to these 2 women's. 

The next texts that speak about women in Ancient India are the Laws of Manu. Like prior law codes inside 
the Ancient geographic zone, we can pick up bits of knowledge into the position of women, however not basically 
what was truly honed. Law codes square measure almost persistently prescriptive not graphic writing. As in 
option old social orders, women’s' were beneath the guardianship of guys: father, spouse and child. once a 
woman wedded, it completely was thought to be her second birth, with a substitution name. In flourishing 
profound customs, the better half was to be blessing to use her richness powers. free love wasn't amended as 
seriously as in option old societies. Separation was feasible for the women’s' as well, however the length of he 
was inept or crazy. As valid for antiquated Rome, a superior half may well be single on the off chance that she 
drank, was defiant or deceptive, was infertile (regardless of the possibility that she had women's), and was a 
squanderer. there's some verification of the foundation wedding take after utilized by the customary Hebrews 
and Hittites. In any case, the main part of dowagers evidently didn't connect with.

Women’s economic contributions were necessary in ancient Asian nation. As Asian nation was AN 
agricultural country, women’s were required to help the boys people within the numerous seasonal activities. As 
today, within the past Asian nation was created of thousands of villages. it absolutely was the family not the 
person who was the fundamental unit. sometimes 3 generations of the family lived along in AN primarily 
patriarchic structure except on the Malabar Coast within the southwest, wherever matriarchal  social system 
prevailed. Poetry written by Tamil women’s within the south spoke of their singing whereas at work and with 
their family, and infrequently as well as poems on the feats of the aristocracy.

This paternal system prevailed within the non secular rituals. The Indians practiced a variety of worship, 
whereby the oldest male was liable for conducting the rites on an everyday basis within the home. it had been 
the eldest son’s responsibility to low-cal his parents’ pyre. women’s couldn't function Brahmin clergymen or 
study the sacred Vedas. Some women’s can be seers, though.

Courtesans and prostitutes were a part of ancient Indian society. As in ancient Balkan country, 
courtesans were typically literate, and consummate in music and diversion besides the same old sexual services. 
Regular prostitutes engaged in their trade busy places. anon prostitutes can return from an explicit caste. 
contrite courtesans and prostitutes generally went into Buddhist nunneries.

As Hinduism developed, sure sides became dominant: the class structure, karma, dharma, and 
reincarnation. there have been originally four main castes, and women’s were described all told of them. Caste 
determined whom you related to, WHO you may marry, and your diet. In sure cases a person was allowed to 
marry a women’s of a lower caste, however a women’s couldn't while not disgracing her family and defiling 
herself. due to the relative inferiority of women’s in Asian country, if you probably did not do your correct duty or 
Dharma, then you probably did not accrue adequate fate to be reincarnated in a very higher caste or organic 
structure, as well as rebirth as a women’s, WHO was inferior to a person.

Hindus came to suppose the assorted deities were manifestations or avatars of the Brahma, the planet 
soul. every god has had several rebirths. Goddesses of special reverence were Kali, Saraswati, Parvati, Lakshmi, 
Durga, and Devi.

Saraswati was the consort to Brahma, United Nations agency set the globe in motion, however lost 
importance with the emergence of the gods Shiva and Hindu deity. Saraswati was the immortal of learning, 
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writing, knowledge, arithmetic, the arts, music, magic, and fluency. She created the primary alphabet. several 
contemplate Her the mother of all life since it had been Her divine energy that united with the attention of 
Brahma, United Nations agency was born from the golden egg from ocean. so the 2 created all data and every 
one creatures of the globe. Saraswati was conjointly a stream immortal, and her name interprets because the 
flowing one. She is typically shown seated  on a lotus blossom throne in the midst of a white swan. She has four 
arms, showing that Her power extends all told directions. 2 of Her arms hold books and beads (showing Her non 
secular knowledge), with the opposite 2 arms and hands She is enjoying the vina, associate degree Indian lute.

Parvati was Shiva’s wife. She is often seen with Him in statues and paintings. they give the impression of 
being just like the model taken with couple. In a number of Her avatars or reincarnations She is additionally 
Durga, the 10 armed immortal of battle, Kali, or Uma, the attractive one United Nations agency rides on a tiger. 
Hindu deity means that mountain woman and he or she is taken into account the women’s of range of mountains 
Mountains.

Lakshmi was the wife of Vishnu the preserver. She is usually shown seated  on a lotus as She was born 
from associate degree ocean of milk standing on a lotus flower. She is that the immortal of excellent fortune, 
prosperity, wealth, and beauty. Representing all that's female, whereas Her consort Hindu deity represents all 
that's masculine. several paintings show them riding on the rear of Garuda, the eagle, the large king of birds, as 
they fly across the land. Lakshmi selected Hindu deity. they'd a son, Kama, United Nations agency was the god of 
romantic love, and in several paintings he appearance almost like the cupids on valentine cards. Her attendants 
area unit white elephants. Lakshmi is additionally worshiped as mythical being, the reincarnation of the proper 
spouse to avatar within the Indian epic, the Sanskrit literature. Once a year on the night of the phase of the moon 
in Gregorian calendar month Indian women’s clean their homes and suspend little lanterns outside that appear 
as if stars. women’s hope that Lakshmi are interested in their homes, blessing them with chance and prosperity 
for the approaching year. Lakshmi lives within the sky with the foremost lovely jewels of all, the stars.

Durga, the mortal god, is one in every of the avatars of Hindu deity. She is unbeatable in battle, and was 
created by the gods to destroy the buffalo monster that was threatening their power. Taking a weapon in every of 
her 10 hands, she killed the beast.

The god Hindu deity was the essence of being, and during this She was the Shakti, less 
anthropomorphous than the ideational. She was the one Phrygian deity god, and she or he was accountable for 
fireplace, water, earth, and air. Hindu deity is unknowable, omnipotent, and therefore the story of Hindu deity as 
Kali dates back to god worship within the early Indus natural depression cultures.

Kali is the most appalling part of Devi. Sent to earth to wreck the race of devils, Kali brought on such 
pulverization that numerous kicked the bucket. To convey a conclusion to the butcher her significant other, Shiva, 
tossed himself upon the dead bodies. Just when Kali acknowledged She was stomping on Shiva's cadaver did She 
wake up. She has four arms and hands. One holds a sword and the other a disjoined head, both images of death. 
With the other two hands She holds a blessed book and supplication dots, both images of life. Here and there Kali 
is delineated as a dark goddess, connoting the pith of every single perishable thing, with Her dim skin mirroring 
the dim soil of earth. Her teeth are blood-recolored teeth, and streams of blood spill out of Her. In India today 
ridiculous relinquishes still are made to Her at Her Kalighat Temple in Kolkata, the city named for Her.

Shiva, as the destroyer and provider of life, and Varuna, as the Lord of Universal request or dharma were 
the two most famous male divine beings. Varuna additionally shows up as Vishnu, who was reawakened as the 
immense saint Krishna. 

In the two celebrated epics of India,, the Mahabharata, and Ramayana, women’s are appeared as having 
more flexibility and competency than in the religious and legitimate writing. In the Mahabharata, there is proof 
of both polyandry and polygamy. Occasions in these stories exhibit women’s' overseeing and critical thinking 
abilities. In the Ramayana, the champion, Sita, is the case of the great spouse, who still shows assurance to deal 
with Her life. Popular supposition still invalidates her blamelessness, constraining her to go into outcast, where 
She backpedals to Her mom, Earth. This custom suicide then turns into the model for sati, the altruism of a 
spouse on her significant other's burial service fire, which happens later in Indian history. Similarly as in the 
medieval west, spouses and little girls could get to be monkish life if their present life was untenable
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During the 6th and 7th centuries, two new religions developed in India, Buddhism and Jainism, that will 
enormously affect in India, as well as in different districts of Asia. Buddha grew up as Siddhartha Gautama, a ruler 
in an intense tribe in the foothills of the Himalayas, what is presently Nepal. Kept deliberately unmindful by his 
folks of the inescapable neediness, when Siddhartha got to be distinctly mindful of this, he denied his tribal 
riches and notoriety, and went looking for the reasons for this. Swinging first to the Brahmin sages, he then 
attempted outrageous parsimonious contemplation. Touching base at a pipal tree, which is currently in Sarnath 
on the edges of Varanasi, he encountered a blaze of comprehension, and now turned into the Buddha, the 
edified one. His objective was to dispose of torment in this world, and after some time his Four Noble Truths and 
eight-overlap way pulled in disciples and adherents. Buddha viewed himself as a savant and educator, as 
opposed to an originator of a religion. He didn't assault the Hindu divine beings or customs. For Buddha he 
needed the end of the station framework, custom yields and satisfying one's dharma as per the Brahmin 
directions. Buddha felt that our activities in life influence others, subsequently keeping up the Hindu thought of 
karma. Nirvana was feasible for everybody to accomplish. Instructing for forty-five years until his demise around 
483 B.C, Buddhism created asceticism like the west will do almost a thousand years after the fact, however 
Buddha debilitated women’s getting to be nuns. Buddhism focused on that the best possible relationship in India 
was between a hitched couples. Spouses ought to be urged to give the home environment helpful for the 
support of society.

The modern women are inclined towards the social issues, and making a decent attempt to enhance the 
societal position of ladies on the loose. Expanded mindfulness and training has motivated ladies to leave the four 
dividers of the home. Numerous lady effectively bolstered and took an interest in the patriot development and 
secured prominent positions and workplaces in organization and open life in free India. Customarily Indian ladies 
exist due to the family and for the family. 

Just like their man counterpart, women are likewise enamored with going to social capacities and 
esteem her social life a considerable amount. Already, men-people used to debilitate ladies from leaving their 
family units for going to social capacities. Presently the spread of instruction, particularly that of ladies, and with 
that the changing social states of mind of taught ladies have changed the request. 

The modern woman has started caring for her health, figure, cultural needs and interests, academic 
pursuits, social intercourse, religious activities recreational needs, etc.

Woman as a wife enjoyed ideally a status almost equally to that of her husband and performed both 
social as well as biological functions. Indeed, even today, the Indian young ladies are still raised on models 
depicting magnanimity, abstinence, and give up. The craving for shared friendship and love is starting to show up 
in their origination of their association with their spouses. The spouse wife relationship has turned out to be 
more equalitarian in character and a great deal more accommodating. More flexibility of decision in marriage is 
subsequently a backup to the adjustment in type of the family.

Education of women has not only helped them to become aware of the political problems, however they 
are step by step getting to be distinctly dynamic members in the political life. Some are selecting themselves as 
individuals from political gatherings, going to gathering gatherings, traditions, and completing political projects. 
A few ladies are achieving persuasive political stature of their own and have become instrumental in shaping the 
public opinion for the betterment of women’s conditions in society.

The woman in modern times is entering into certain new fields that were unknown to the woman’s 

ROLES AND  RESPONSIBILITIES OF WOMEN
Women’s Role in Society:

Woman as a wife: 

Women’s role in politics: 

Participation of Women in Socio-economic activities: 
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sphere of role-sets. These are the lady's cooperation in monetary, political, and social life. The advanced lady 
acutely longings to go into a work vocation on account of the squeezing financial necessities of the family. In 
white collar class families, much accentuation is given to the support of exclusive expectation of living. To satisfy 
the monetary needs of the family and to accomplish higher expectation for everyday life the lady takes an 
interest in financial exercises. 

Most women, even the educated, regard marriage as a matter of parental choice. Numerous young 
ladies of the center and high societies are instructed with a view to marriage as opposed to vocations. Once 
more, numerous young ladies go into professions evidently not on the grounds that they need them, but rather 
in light of the fact that there is nothing else to be done until their folks discover them spouses. 

Most women, even the educated, regard marriage as a matter of parental choice. Many young girls of 
the middle and upper classes are educated with a view to marriage rather than to careers. This is all things 
considered because of the way that, albeit lawfully ladies have measure up to rights with men, there are 
insufficient employments for ladies and working ladies are not enough shielded from misuse.

Women’s equality in terms of education, employment, and power is still an individual rather than a 
universal achievement. Regardless of the possibility that they think about a portion of the arrangements 
identified with their privileges of progression, marriage, or family, they don't longing to summon them. 
Conventional strength of the expert of the male guardians, spouse, and other senior individuals from the family 
frequently limits the pleasure in their lawful rights by the ladies. The materialization of these problems still 
depends largely upon the attitudinal changes in society.

Gandhiji's vision that ladies must play an equivalent and vital part in national advancement. Be that as it 
may, the development for raising the financial status of ladies had included for the most part the working class 
instructed ladies in major urban focuses while the colossal mass of provincial ladies are yet to appreciate the 
rights and benefits as revered in the Constitution. 

Among the national level, the vital associations are Young Women Christian Association, All India 
Women's Conference, National Council of Women, Inner Wheel (Women's area of the Rotary International). In 
numerous urban areas, neighborhood associations exist, for example, Mahila Mandal, Mahila Samiti, and 
Recreation Clubs, and so on.

Educated women are just on the threshold of transition from tradition to modernity. The women 
themselves desire that their status and position in society should rise higher. Though a proper climate for such a 
change is still wanting, yet there have been many structural and statutory innovations for the improvement of 
their position. The traditional status and role sets of women are breaking up and new role-sets based on 
achievement, independence and equality are gradually coming up.

The women occupied a really vital position, within the ancient Bharat Varsa, really way superior position 
to the lads of the time. “Shakti” a female term suggests that “power” and “strength”. Literary proof suggests that 
kings and cities were destroyed as a result of the rulers troubled one lady. for instance, Valmiki Sanskrit literature 
teaches U.S.A. that Ravana and his entire kingdom were drained as a result of he kidnapped mythical being. 
sacred writing Vyasa’s sacred text teaches U.S.A. that everyone the Kauravas were killed as a result of the 

Marriage: 

Women equality is not universal: 

Unaware of their legal status: 

Rural women: 

ROLE OF WOMEN WELFARE ORGANIZATIONS: 

CONCLUSION:
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humiliated Draupadi publically. Elango Adigal’s Sillapathigaram teaches U.S.A. Madurai, the capital of the 
Pandyas was burnt as a result of Pandyan Nedunchezhiyan erroneously did damage to Kannaki.

In Vedic times women and men were equal in many aspects. Women participated within the public 
sacrifices aboard men. One script mentions a feminine rishi Visvara. Some religious writing hymns, are attributed 
to women’s like Apala, the female offspring of Atri, Ghosa, the female offspring of Kaksivant or Indrani, the 
woman of Indra. Apparently in early religious writing times women’s additionally received the sacred thread and 
will study the Vedas. The Haritasmrti mentions a category of women’s known as Brahmavadinis WHO remained 
unmated and spent their lives in study and ritual. Panini’s distinction between acarya (a preceptor) and acaryani 
(a woman teacher or a preceptor’s wife), and upadhyaya (a preceptor) and upadhyayani (a woman teacher or a 
preceptor’s wife) indicates that women’s at that point couldn't solely be students however additionally the 
academics of sacred Vedas. there have been many noteworthy women’s students of the past like Kathi, Kalapi, 
and Bahvici. The Upanishads consult with many women’s philosophers, WHO controversial with their male 
colleagues like Vacaknavi, WHO challenged Yajnavalkya. The Rig sacred writing additionally refers to women’s 
engaged in warfare. One queen Bispala is mentioned, and at the same time as late a witness as Megasthenes 
(fifth century B.C. E.) mentions heavily armed women’s guards protective Chandragupta’s palace. Hindu faith has 
been often criticized as encouraging difference between men and women’s, towards the impairment of Hindu 
women’s. This presumption is inaccurate. within the religious writing amount, we have a tendency to bump into 
feminine students like Ghosha, Lopamudra, Romasha and Indrani. within the Upanishad amount, names of 
women’s philosophers like Sulabha, Maitreyi, Gargi are encountered.

In religious matters, Hindus have elevated women to the level of divinity. one amongst the items most 
misconstrued concerning India and Hinduism is that it’s a male dominated there for society and faith and 
therefore the truth is that it's not so. it's a faith that has attributed the words for the strength and power to 
female. “Shakti” suggests that “power” and “strength”. All male power comes from the female. The trio (Brahma, 
Vishnu, Shiva) are all-powerless while not their feminine counterparts.
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